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LIFE SERVICES
ALTERNATIVES
A recap of fall at Life Services Alternatives
FALLING IN LOVE WITH LSA
FIRST VIRTUAL FUNDRAISER A SUCCESS!
Thank you to our generous donors,

event’s fundraising goal of $100,000 by 40%,

participants, speakers, and the numerous staff

further providing financial support for our

who put this event together. Dana Hooper,

homes and residents. Although our event was

Desiree Kameka Galloway, and John Pencer

successful, LSA’s expenses continue to

were our outstanding speakers and Michael

increase due to the COVID-19 pandemic. We

Underwood was our amazing emcee who led

are continuing to focus on our goal of opening

the event. This event would have not been

more much needed homes for

possible without our sponsors - the Kirkorian

developmentally disabled adults in the

Family Foundation, Heritage Bank, and Walter

community. We opened Home 13 and Home 14

and Tina Underwood. We truly appreciate all

this year, and are already raising funds toward

of their continued and generous support. A

Home 15.

special thank you to our board member,
Ranga Ranganathan, who put together a side

If you missed the opportunity to support LSA

fundraiser called “Run with Ranga” to benefit

at our “Falling in Love with LSA event,” you

our event. Through his hard work and

can still make a difference in the lives of our

dedication, Ranga exceeded his goal of raising

current and future residents, by making a

$50,000! This helped LSA to surpass our

donation at www.lsahomes.org/donate/

On Thursday, September 24, 2020
nearly 100 people signed onto Zoom for
our first virtual fundraising event:
Falling in Love with LSA.

JAY'S STORY INSIDE CYPRESS' SHELTER IN
PLACE
or cleaning and organizing everything in the
house. “He organizes his room, the kitchen…
he loves to clean!” Claudius says. Along with
staying clean, Jay also enjoys eating healthy:
fruits, vegetables, rice, yogurt, you name it.
With everyday cleaning and healthy eating, we
all need a healthy friend like Jay in our lives to
encourage good habits!
When asked about his favorite part about the

While keeping busy during the pandemic, like

residents who not only light up the

services LSA offers, Jay excitedly remarked:

all of us, Jay also wants to emphasize the

homes but light up our lives. Jay, just

“My room is great!” Like Jay, a lot of us also

importance of “keeping distances about six

understand the importance of having a nice

feet away… more people need to practice!”

bedroom, especially during the current

Also, Jay’s a traveler! Next month in

pandemic.

December, Jay is planning to go on a trip with

LSA is so thankful to have shining

like all of us, wants COVID to go away!
And like all of us he has been finding
things to do to bide his time, some in
the most creative ways. Read on to

his family to South Carolina for the first time.
During the pandemic, Jay has been watching

Before then, he is planning to watch a

game shows and embracing the binge-

television marathon of Christmas movies in

Despite the hardships that COVID-19 has

watching lifestyle, hanging out with his other

preparation for the holidays, along with some

brought to the community and the entire world,

friends in Cypress (Ronnie, Robbie, Kevin, and

James Bond and Mission Impossible movies:

Jay, a resident of our Cypress Home, is not only

Sammy), and exercising every single day — a lot

“Action is my favorite genre!” Jay reminds us

adjusting well but looking on the bright side.

of us need Jay’s motivation right now! When

that the beauty in the holiday season comes

“Cypress has been great!” Jay says, also

asked about his favorite part of Cypress House,

down to spending time with your loved ones

commenting that he has been adapting to the

Jay says “watering the plants in the backyard”

and doing what you love, like watching

new virtual and digital age of Zoom smoothly.

is one of his favorite pastimes and something

movies!

As a resident of Cypress for 7 years, Jay has

he can always look forward to despite the

explored many of his interests and has even

limitations during the pandemic. Cypress

developed new ones over time. Through

NEW WEBSITE

House staff Claudius also mentions that Jay

After months of hard work, we are proud to

frequently spends his time going for walks

announce that our new website has finally

find out more!

participating in LSA’s Art of Inclusion event, Jay
has continued to pursue his love of art. In

launched! Check out our new website at:

October, Jay missed his job so much that he

www.lsahomes.org and take a virtual tour of

took to pencil and paper to express his feelings,

one of our homes today.

as pictured above, but after participating in Art
of Inclusion, Jay has found a new way to express
his positive feelings. “Drawing is my favorite,”
he says, further expressing his love for
participating in the day program at Cypress
House and drawing pictures in various art
books.

COVID-19 UPDATE: PPP LOAN FORGIVEN
LSA, like many organizations, were hit hard this

needed to know that their jobs were safe so

loan to help us to keep staff on our payroll. Life

year with several curve balls due to COVID-19.

they could focus on the most important things

Services Alternatives is proud to announce that

At the onset, we, like many of you were worried

like keeping our residents safe and engaged in

our loan has been forgiven and we can and will

for our safety and concerned about our future.

living their best lives. As hard as it is for our

now continue to focus on tackling the problems

Through the constant change and uncertainty

team to fathom, we applied for one of the

that we are on a mission to address, creating

we knew that we needed to keep one thing

largest loans we ever had in the history of LSA,

more capacity in Santa Clara County.

intact which is our organizational “secret

a move we made to ensure that we would be

sauce.” We wouldn’t have great homes without

able to pay our great staff during difficult

great staff — and the great staff we’ve had

times. We applied and were awarded a PPP
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THANKSGIVING THIS
YEAR

ART OF INCLUSION:

Happy Thanksgiving from LSA! Even though

STAY TUNED FOR OUR
FINAL EVENT!

Thanksgiving this year is looking a little

It's a wrap! After 5 amazing weeks of art classes

different, we hope you have a great time with

for our Art of Inclusion program, we are

family and friends. Our gratitude goes out to

excited to showcase the final pieces of art. All

you and your family this Thanksgiving.

of our residents and participants had so much
fun working on their collages. Please join us for
our final event to see these wonderful art
pieces!

PPE MASKS:

GIVE THE GIFT OF HOME WITH LSA
Our community's safety is our #1 concern. We are now offering reusable masks with all profits
going straight to supporting LSA. Choose your favorite LSA design and purchase it from the
link below! https://www.bonfire.com/store/life-services-alternatives/

1922 The Alameda Suite 400
San Jose, CA 95126
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Special Thanks to Our Donors

THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS:
Abhijit Modak
Alice Davis
Amy Robe
Amy Rose
Anand Krishnamoorthi
Archana Narendra Kulkarni
Arvind R Raghavan
Ashish Dey
Benevity
Bhargav Bhikkaji
Bhawani Sapkota
Bob Delwin Ericson
Brahmanand Pandey
Bright Funds Foundation
Caryn Chung
Chao-Yang Sunny Lo
Charlene Liao
Chitra Harihara Pranadarthan
Christine Case-Lo
Damien Swendsen
Deborah F & Stephen Emond
Deborah Moore
Douglas Stewart
Eleanor Simon
Erica Olsen
Greg Dalzell
Greg Pettey
Harsh Bhargava
James & Sharon Dougherty
Jinsong Liao

John Lourdusamy
Julie & Raymond Dubois
Karen Shea
Kathleen Erickson
Kelley Mulks
Kim K Richman
Kimberly Richman
Kin W Wong
Kottayam Murugan
Kuan Khor
Lee and Akiko Nelson
Lorri Watson
Lynn Plouse
Madhu and Ramaswamy
Ranganathan
Madhu Shenoy
Margaret & Maniam Alagaratnam
Maryann Schartz
Meiling Ouyang
Mercy Forde
Morgan Stanley
Nidhi Jaiswal
Nitin Bhave
Panna Vipul Chitalia
Punitha Selvam
Radha Kolachala
Raghav Dutt
Ravi Dathathraya

Revathi Iyer
Rod & Liz Lacasia
Ruchita Parat
Rupa Narayanan
S. Srinivasan
Sally & Brian Mickel
Sangeeta Peris
Sanjay Bombwal
Sanjay Chandrabhan
Sanjay Malunjkar
Sarveta Jadhav
Satish Appalakutty
Schwab Charitable
Sireesh Bodireddygari
Sudharsan Rangaswamy
Sunita Bhan
Susan LeRitz & Allan Palmer
Sylvia Moore
Tina & Walter Underwood
Todd & Holly Mickel
Todd Ford
Tracy Hovda
Vanashree Dikshit
Varsha Patel
Vikas Murthy
Vinay Badami
Virginia Rochette
Yoko Noda

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

Happy holidays! We hope your holiday season is
filled with love, joy, and happiness. We wish you
continued safety and many blessings into the
New Year.

